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Abstract
Understanding the forces that shape eco-evolutionary patterns often requires linking phenotypes to genotypes,
allowing characterization of these patterns at the molecular level. DNA-based markers are less informative in this
aim compared to markers associated with gene expression and, more specifically, with protein quantities. The charac-
terization of eco-evolutionary patterns also usually requires the analysis of large sample sizes to accurately estimate
interindividual variability. However, the methods used to characterize and compare protein samples are generally
expensive and time-consuming, which constrains the size of the produced data sets to few individuals. We present
here a method that estimates the interindividual variability of protein quantities based on a global, semi-automatic
analysis of 1D electrophoretic profiles, opening the way to rapid analysis and comparison of hundreds of individu-
als. The main original features of the method are the in silico normalization of sample protein quantities using pic-
tures of electrophoresis gels at different staining levels, as well as a new method of analysis of electrophoretic
profiles based on a median profile. We demonstrate that this method can accurately discriminate between species
and between geographically distant or close populations, based on interindividual variation in venom protein pro-
files from three endoparasitoid wasps of two different genera (Psyttalia concolor, Psyttalia lounsburyi and Leptopili-
na boulardi). Finally, we discuss the experimental designs that would benefit from the use of this method.
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Introduction
Deciphering the molecular basis of eco-evolutionary pro-
cesses requires a range of informative molecular markers
(Stapley et al. 2010; Davidson 2012). Common genetic
markers include microsatellites, SNPs (single nucleotide
polymorphisms) or markers obtained, for example, by
the recent RADseq technique (Davey & Blaxter 2010).
The large sets of markers identified are supposed to be
randomly distributed in the genome, and most of them
are expected to be neutral. However, neutral markers are
not the most informative to measure the evolvability of
phenotypic traits (Kirk & Freeland 2011; Karl et al. 2012).
Moreover, it is not easy to link non-neutral SNPs to phe-
notypes, and an important part of the phenotypic vari-
ability is not determined by SNPs.
An important way to gather information on non-neu-
tral molecular variation is to consider gene expression
levels, as gene expression is a main step in the building
of a phenotype (Diz et al. 2012) and a main source of
intra- and interspecific phenotypic variability (Fay &
Wittkopp 2008; Hodgins-Davis & Townsend 2009; Zheng
et al. 2011). Variation in gene expression can be esti-
mated through mRNA quantification using next-genera-
tion sequencing (NGS) approaches. However, mRNA
quantification is only a tool to approximate the variation
in protein quantities. Moreover, evolutionary signals are
often clearer when considering protein rather than
mRNA quantities (Feder & Walser 2005; Schrimpf et al.
2009; Guimaraes et al. 2014). Finally, natural selection
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rather acts on proteins, more directly involved in the
realization of a phenotype. Population proteomics has
thus been developed as a relevant tool to measure non-
neutral molecular variation occurring in the field (Biron
et al. 2006; Karr 2008; Diz et al. 2012).
Proteins can be separated using different methods,
from one (1D) or two dimensions (2D) SDS-PAGE,
including 2D DIGE (Differential gel electrophoresis), to
high performance chromatography. Their subsequent
identification and quantification can be performed using
methods based on mass spectrometry, such as proteomic
shotgun combined or not with chemical labelling (Domon
& Aebersold 2010; Slattery et al. 2012), that have been suc-
cessfully used in an eco-evolutionary context (Burstin
et al. 1994; Lopez et al. 2001; Mosquera et al. 2003; Cheva-
lier et al. 2004; Lopez 2005; Diz & Skibinski 2007; Gonz-
alez et al. 2010; Rees et al. 2011; Papakostas et al. 2012;
Slattery et al. 2012; Blein-Nicolas et al. 2013). However,
these methods do not easily apply to population proteo-
mics. Indeed, accurate estimation of interindividual vari-
ability relies on large sample sizes to ensure statistical
accuracy (Crawford & Oleksiak 2007; Bolnick et al. 2011;
Dall et al. 2012) whereas the number of individuals that
can be analysed remains pretty low (mean number of
11.4 per group in the studies mentioned above). This
leads to data sets composed of a large number of vari-
ables measured on a few individuals, that are thus statis-
tically ‘ill posed’ and difficult to analyse. Altogether,
proteomic techniques are too costly and time-consuming
for being routinely used in large-scale population
approaches. Besides, they require substantial protein
quantities that cannot be obtained from small size indi-
viduals or individual tissues.
1D electrophoresis, a simple and low-cost method,
has rarely been used to estimate interindividual variabil-
ity in eco-evolutionary studies (see Bobkov & Lazareva
2012; Krishnan et al. 2012). This is probably because no
automated method is available to rapidly and accurately
analyse large numbers of individual gel lanes. Several
image processing packages can correct for gel deforma-
tion, detect and align lanes, and transform each lane into
an ‘intensity profile’ (the description of a lane through
variations of intensity associated with bands). However,
they reach their limit when protein samples are complex,
mainly because of band overlapping. Indeed, automatic
bands detection in each individual lane leads to recur-
ring errors as soon as the intensities of the overlapping
bands are variable. The matching of bands across the dif-
ferent lanes is often a second source of error. These
errors call for manual corrections, incompatible with
large sample size analyses.
We report here the development of a semi-auto-
mated method, implemented by a set of R functions,
that allows analysis of individual 1D electrophoresis
profiles obtained from digital analysis of gel pictures.
This method is based on a semi-automated detection of
‘reference bands’ performed on a ‘median profile’,
obtained from the whole set of individual lanes. Then,
the intensities of these reference bands are recorded for
each individual lane. Because it avoids the automatic
detection of each band in each lane and thus the subse-
quent tedious manual screening of results, our method
is more suitable for large sets of complex 1D profiles.
The ultimate output of R functions mainly contains
coordinates of reference bands as well as raw and nor-
malized band intensities, as statistically analysable data
sets. It is noteworthy that in addition to any protein
sample analysable by 1D electrophoresis, the method
might be used to compare high numbers of profiles of
any kind, such as those obtained by HPLC, chromatog-
raphy, ALFP or RFLP.
The method has been set up and tested on venom
samples from three endoparasitoid wasp species, Leptop-
ilina boulardi (Hymenoptera: Figitidae), Psyttalia concolor
and P. lounsburyi (Hymenoptera: Braconidae), to assess
its power for detecting intergroup structure and thus
potential eco-evolutionary patterns. Endoparasitoid
wasps are insects that lay eggs in the body of their host
and develop at its expense, leading to its death. To
ensure parasitism success, they largely rely on injection
of venom inside the host along with the egg (Poirie et al.
2009), this venom being mainly composed of proteins.
Interstrain and interindividual variability have been evi-
denced for venom of Leptopilina and Psyttalia endopar-
asitoids (Colinet et al. 2013). Moreover, the virulence of
Leptopilina spp. was shown to evolve rather rapidly
(Dupas et al. 2013), suggesting venom evolution might
be involved in the observed variations of virulence.
Using our method, we show that species, as well as geo-
graphically distant or close populations, can be discrimi-
nated based on individual venom profiles.
Material and methods
Samples and electrophoresis conditions
Origin and number of individuals, electrophoresis. Psyttalia
lounsburyi populations from Burguret (Kenya) and Stel-
lenbosch (South Africa) were collected in 2003 and 2005,
respectively (Cheyppe-Buchmann et al. 2011), and reared
since under laboratory conditions (Mathe-Hubert et al.
2013). P. concolor populations were collected in 2010 in
Sicily and Crete. Leptopilina boulardi populations were
sampled in 2010 in four sites of the Rhône Valley
(France): Avignon, Eyguieres, Sainte-Foy-les-Lyon and
Saint-Laurent-d’Agny. P. lounsburyi analyses were per-
formed using reared females stored at �80 °C before
analysis. P. concolor and L. boulardi analysed individuals
were females that were stored at �80 °C following field 
collection.
Sample preparation and analysis. Leptopilina boulardi venom
reservoirs and Psyttalia spp. venom glands (Psyttalia res-
ervoirs are mainly composed of muscle tissue) were dis-
sected individually in 15 lL of insect Ringer solution
supplemented with a protease inhibitors cocktail (PI;
Roche). Residual tissues were removed by centrifugation
(500 g, 5 min), and 10 lL of supernatant was mixed with
an equivalent volume of Laemmli reducing buffer and
heated (95 °C, 5 min). Proteins were separated by 1D
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis using commercial gels (Any-
kD Mini-PROTEAN� TGXTM, Bio-Rad) for gel homogene-
ity. Silver stained gels (Morrissey 1981) were photo-
graphed (EOS-5D-MkII, Canon, Japan), and the high-
resolution digital pictures (5626 9 3745 pixels; 16 bit;
TIFF file) were analysed with the PHORETIX-1D software
(TotalLab, UK). Psyttalia spp. venom samples were more
variable in protein quantity than L. boulardi samples
(data not shown). Therefore, for Psyttalia, three pictures
were taken per gel at different times during the staining
step and analysed with Phoretix 1D. The linear optical
density (OD) range of the camera was around 2 (OD grey
scale; T2115, Stouffer, IN, USA). Approximate cost of
consumables was 2 € per sample.
Main steps of analysis of individual electrophoretic
profiles
Adjusting for heterogeneity of gel migration and staining
intensity. Step one—Alignment of individual protein pro-
files was performed with PHORETIX 1D. It relies on manual
correction for relative mobility (hereafter abbreviated
‘Rf’), using a set of chosen reference Rf positions (e.g.
protein bands with few or no variation, easy to identify
in all lanes) to deal with gel deformation such as ‘gel
smiling’ (Biostep, 2008). Reference Rf positions are man-
ually placed in all lanes of a gel picture and then linked
to each other to create a Rf line. The software then calcu-
lates the Rf coordinates for all points between the Rf
lines, thus allowing alignment of bands within and
between gels (see Phoretix or GelAnalyzer information
manuals). For Psyttalia spp., this step was performed for
each of the three pictures per gel. As neither the gel nor
the camera moved between pictures, an R script was
used to map Rf lines from one analysed picture to the
others (R script available in Appendix S1, Supporting
information). Approximately 15 reference Rf positions
were used in the analysis.
Step two—The local level of background intensity can
vary between gels and lanes due to (i) variation in the
loaded protein quantities, (ii) variation of intensity of
adjacent bands or (iii) variations of gel staining and illu-
mination. To assess whether the background introduces
bias, we analysed each profile before and after removing
the background by the ‘rolling ball’ method (based on
the rolling of a ‘ball’ of 10 000 pixels of radius), following
PHORETIX 1D instructions. The intensity profile of each lane
(from each gel and picture) was thus exported two times,
with and without the background, into a data table con-
taining Rf positions and the intensity value for each pixel
along the profile. Profiles with or without the back-
ground were, respectively, called ‘B’ and ‘NB’.
Detecting and quantifying bands (corresponding to peaks on
profiles). Step three—In this step, a median profile was
‘calculated’ and used to semi-automatically detect ‘refer-
ence bands’. Then, the intensity of these bands was quan-
tified in each individual lane using the height (maximum
intensity of the band) and the volume (surface under the
peak and between borders). Three profiles were obtained
for each Psyttalia lane, corresponding to the three pic-
tures. In this case, the method semi-automatically selects
for each lane the profile showing the best staining level
(i.e. compromise between detection of the weakest bands
and absence of saturation of the most intense bands; see
Fig. S1). This part of the analysis relies on the successive
use of nine R functions (available in Appendix S1;
see Figs 1 and S1). The function (read.Profiles) creates
transformed profiles from the data table generated by
PHORETIX 1D. Raw profiles are reduced to a set of points
corresponding to the same Rf positions instead of
pixel positions. These transformed profiles are used
for the detection of reference bands (functions
Estim.2nd.derivative, Median.profiles_derivate, Detect.peaks,
plot.profile and modify.peaks.manually). The first two func-
tions, (Estim.2nd.derivative) and (Median.profiles_derivate),
calculate respectively for each Rf position (i) the second
derivative of each profile and (ii) the weighted median of
these second derivatives. To make the analysis more sen-
sitive for the detection of rare bands, the median is
weighted for each Rf position by the absolute value of
the individual second derivatives. Thus, for each Rf posi-
tion in the median profile, more weight is given to sam-
ples for which the second derivative has a signal, that is
samples that display a band at the given Rf position.
(Detect.peaks) function then detects local minima and
maxima of the weighted median second derivative. Local
minima reveal the position of bands common to individ-
ual profiles and they are used as reference peaks. Local
maxima correspond to borders of these reference peaks.
The function (plot.profile) plots notably the median sec-
ond derivative calculated by the function (Median.pro-
files_derivate) and the position of detected peaks (Fig. S2,
Supporting information). This helps to decide how
reference peaks should be adjusted using the function
(modify.peaks.manually). Once borders are set for each
reference peak of a profile, the seventh function
(Measure.peak) records the coordinate of the top of peaks
and their intensity (measure of the volume and the
height of the peak). This procedure prevents two recur-
rent problems that occur in classical automated analyses
of 1D electrophoresis. First, if two bands of unequal
intensity partly overlap, the weaker band often appears
as a shoulder of the stronger band instead of an indepen-
dent peak. As band detection usually relies on the use of
local maxima of the profiles (instead of the second deriv-
ative), only one large band is detected. Our method
bypasses this problem by the use of second derivatives.
Second, the automated step of band matching makes
recurrent errors in case of polymorphism for the
presence of bands that are close to each other. This prob-
lem is avoided by the use of fixed border coordinates,
corresponding to the reference bands detected on the
median profile, instead of the use of the band matching.
Taking into account the heterogeneity in the loaded protein
quantity. Step four—This step aims at removing
experimental variation to accurately analyse the variabil-
ity in sample protein composition. The last R functions,
(select.photo) and (Compare.normalizations), correct for the
variability in the amount of loaded proteins, based on
the analysis of different pictures of a gel (different stain
levels). These functions can be used independently and
(select.photo) is optional. The function (select.photo) selects
for a given lane the picture that provides the best match
between the intensity of the lane and the median inten-
sity of all lanes (of all gels). This prevents heterogeneity
in the level of saturation of lanes (see also Fig S1). The
function (Compare.normalizations) normalizes the intensi-
ties using the ‘limma’ R package (Smyth 2005) to perform
the three main normalization procedures (scale, quan-
tiles and cyclic-loess; Smyth et al. 2003; Bolstad et al.
2003; Smyth 2005). The function ‘removeBatchEffect’ of
the ‘limma’ package is also used at this step to remove
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Fig. 1 Summary of the main analysis steps. The left part of the figure describes the preprocessing of gels pictures. The right part illus-
trates the analysis steps (details in the Material and Methods). Briefly, slope changes along the intensity profiles are calculated for each
point of each profile, using second derivatives. The positions of the different points that correspond to the second derivatives are sum-
marized by the blue dashed lines (only one point is represented per profile, as a circle). Second derivatives are then used to compute the
weighted median (blue line) which summaries the slope changes of the analysed profiles. Local maxima of this weighted median of sec-
ond derivatives correspond to the mean position of the inflection points of the profiles, and they are thus considered as borders of the
‘reference bands’ (vertical dashed lines with arrows at the top). These borders are used to measure the bands intensity, either with the
height or the volume.
the gel effect, estimated through a linear model. Then,
the function produces a graph comparing results
obtained with different parameters combinations (‘B’ or
‘NB’ 9 peak height or volume 9 normalization by cyclic-
loess, quantiles or scale procedures).
Tests of the method accuracy
Sensitivity of the method. For the sensitivity analysis, a
pool of venom was prepared from 13 venom glands of
P. lounsburyi (see Sample preparation and analysis) and
volumes equivalent to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5 and 2
individual gland(s) were loaded twice on separate lanes
of an SDS-PAGE gel. Following migration, the gel was
silver stained and pictures were taken at three different
staining levels (Fig. S3, Supporting information). This
experiment was used to (i) analyse the saturation on pro-
files using different protein quantities and pictures, (ii)
assess the power of the method to accurately describe
variations of band intensity and (iii) check whether band
intensity was equally sensitive to variations in protein
quantity and staining duration. The pictures were analy-
sed as described above without the functions select.photo
and Compare.normalizations to obtain raw intensities.
To fulfil the first objective, the saturation range was
characterized graphically (Fig. S3). For the second objec-
tive, a Box-Cox model (MASS package of the R 3.0.2
software; Venables & Ripley 2002) was fitted for each
reference band and for the four parameters combina-
tions (‘B’ or ‘NB’ 9 peak volume or height). Explanatory
variables were (i) the loaded quantity, in equivalent of a
venom gland, as a continuous variable, (ii) the picture
as a discrete variable and (iii) the loaded quantity 9 pic-
ture interaction. To assess the power of the method, the
coefficient of determination of each model was mea-
sured by the adjusted R², providing one coefficient of
determination by band and parameters combination.
This allowed comparison of accuracy of parameters
combinations (Fig. S4, Supporting information). To com-
pare the sensitivity of band intensity to staining and
protein quantity, we used four coefficients per Box-Cox
model to construct the two variables ‘sensitivity to pro-
tein quantity’ and ‘sensitivity to staining duration’. The
first coefficient of each model, the slope associated to
the variation of protein quantity, represents the variable
‘sensitivity to protein quantity’. In each model, three
other coefficients describe the band intensity at the three
staining duration (three pictures). The standard devia-
tions of these three coefficients correspond to the vari-
able ‘sensitivity to staining duration’. We then checked
graphically whether the relationship between the two
constructed variables was linear, as expected if bands
are equally sensitive to variation in protein quantity and
staining duration.
Case studies: Test of the method. To test whether the method
could discriminate between species and populations, we
compared venom profiles between samples from differ-
ent species (P. concolor and P. lounsburyi) and from dif-
ferent populations of a species (P. concolor, P. lounsburyi
and L. boulardi). Psyttalia comparisons were based on
analysis of 14 individuals for each of the two P. louns-
buryi populations and the two P. concolor populations,
loaded on four gels in a mixed design. L. boulardi sample
sizes were 11, 20, 25 and 29 for ‘Avignon’, ‘Eyguieres’,
‘Sainte-Foy-les-Lyon’ and ‘Saint-Laurent-d’Agny’,
respectively. Individuals were analysed on seven gels in
a mixed design. Psyttalia spp. and L. boulardi gels were
analysed separately.
Comparison of the accuracy of combinations of parameters—
To compare the ‘false’ intersample variability (hereafter
called noise) associated with the 12 parameter combina-
tions (‘B’ or ‘NB’ 9 peak height or volume 9 the three
normalization procedures), we calculated the ratio of
intergroup variability to intragroup variability. This
ratio is expected to decrease when the noise level
increases, as noise introduces artificial interindividual
variability but is not predicted to change interpopula-
tion variability. The ratio was computed for each
reference band, in the four studies designed to check
intergroup variability [(i) P. concolor and P. lounsburyi,
(ii) Cretan and Sicilian P. concolor populations, (iii)
South African and Kenyan P. lounsburyi populations
and (iv) the four L. boulardi populations] and a general-
ized linear model (GLM) with a gamma-distributed
dependent variable was fitted to this ratio. Explanatory
variables were the 12 parameters combinations and the
identification number of the reference band. The
gamma distribution was selected based on a Park test
(‘LDdiag’ R package). Explanatory variables were tested
with log-likelihood ratio tests. To compare the effect of
each parameter combination, post hoc comparisons
were performed with the ‘multcomp’ package (Hothorn
et al. 2008).
Sensitivity of results to the combination of parameters—To
check the power of the method to detect intergroup vari-
ation, we performed linear discriminant analyses (LDA)
on normalized venom band intensities, for each case
study and each combination of parameters. The sensitiv-
ity of LDA to the combination of parameters was tested
for each case by selecting and comparing two LDAs. The
first LDA used the combination of parameters with the
highest ratio of intergroup versus intragroup variability.
The second LDA used the combination of parameters
that had both (i) a high inter- versus intragroup ratio and
(ii) one of the most different combination of parameters
compared to the first LDA. The parameters combinations
of the two LDAs for each case study are summarized in
Table 1. In each case, the two LDAs were compared
using correlations of bands to LDA axes, which allow
identifying bands that show intergroup variation. More
precisely, we checked whether each band was similarly
correlated to axes of the two LDA. The correlations of
bands to the LDA axis were tested by a Spearman rank
correlation test with a Bonferroni correction for the num-
ber of reference bands (38 for Psyttalia spp. and 32 for
L. boulardi). LDAs were performed and tested with the
ADE4 R package (Dray & Dufour 2007).
Results
Sensitivity and validity of the method
Comparison of electrophoretic profiles between individ-
uals requires (i) the accurate alignment of profiles and
(ii) the detection of variation in staining intensity as a
reliable evaluation of the protein amount per band. The
first requirement was fulfilled by the profile analysis per-
formed using Phoretix 1D and the following treatment of
data based on R functions, combined with a manual
adjustment for some of the reference bands based on the
constructed ‘median profile’. For the second require-
ment, a sensitivity analysis was performed using protein
profiles corresponding to different amounts of the same
sample and three pictures corresponding to different
stain levels. Although a low saturation of the band inten-
sity occurred in the tested range of protein amounts (Fig.
S3), it did not prevent detection of variations in intensity
(Fig. S4). Indeed, the adjusted R² that describe for each
band the amount of variation in intensity explained by
the loaded quantity and the staining duration were over-
all much higher than 0.95 before background subtraction
and ranged between 0.9 and 1 after background subtrac-
tion. This indicates that background subtraction margin-
ally reduced the sensitivity (Fig. S4).
We also used this experiment to check whether the
shooting of gels at different staining times was a useful
approach to deal with the variation in loaded protein
amounts, thus allowing comparing lanes of similar stain
levels. This required that the band intensity varied simi-
larly with changes in the staining duration and the
loaded protein amount. A strong linear relationship was
indeed observed between the variables ‘sensitivity to
protein quantity’ and ‘sensitivity to staining duration’,
although the correlation was lower after background
subtraction (Fig. 2).
Comparison of the accuracy of combinations of
parameters on real data sets
In this section, we have used real data sets of venom of
three wasp species to compare the 12 combinations of
parameters with respect to their capacity to identify in-
terpopulation differences.
The developed analysis was used on two independent
data sets. Venom profiles of P. lounsburyi and P. concolor
were analysed together, providing 38 reference bands,
while analysis of L. boulardi profiles led to identification
of 32 reference bands. To compare the noise level associ-
ated with different parameter combinations, the ratio
between the inter- and intragroup variability was com-
puted for each parameter combination and each band,
using data from the four cases (venom profiles compari-
son between Psyttalia species and between populations
of P. concolor, P. lounsburyi and L. boulardi; see 3b. in
material and methods). A significant effect of the two
explanatory variables (‘combination of parameters’ and
‘reference band’) was observed in all cases (Table S1,
Supporting information), with post hoc comparisons evi-
Table 1 Combinations of parameters used for the LDAs in the four case studies. The parameter combination used for each of the two
LDAs of each case study is provided in the three last columns. The column ‘Background’ indicates whether the background was sub-
tracted (NB) or not (B). The column ‘Intensity’ indicates whether band intensity was measured with the peak height (H) or the peak vol-
ume (V)
Case studies (Groups) LDA
Parameters combination
Background Normalization Intensity
Psyttalia spp.
(P. lounsburyi, P. concolor) Fig. 4a
1 NB Quantiles H
2 NB Scale V
P. lounsburyi
(South Africa, Kenya) Fig. 4b
1 NB Scale H
2 NB Quantiles V
P. concolor
(Crete, Sicily) Fig. 4c
1 NB Quantiles H
2 B Cyclic-loess V
L. boulardi
(Avignon, Eyguieres, Ste Foy
Les Lyon, St Laurent d’Agny) Fig. 5
1 B Scale H
2 NB Quantiles V
dencing differences between specific parameters combi-
nations (Fig. 3). Although the best parameter combina-
tion was not the same in all cases, it always involved the
‘peak height’ quantification. Moreover, similar trends
occurred for (i) P. lounsburyi and P. concolor and (ii)
P. lounsburyi populations (Fig. 3a and b), with higher
ratio values without background subtraction and using a
quantiles normalization. However, striking differences
were also observed. For example, although the combina-
tion ‘No background’ (‘NB’), height, with quantiles nor-
malization was among the best ones in all situations
involving Psyttalia spp., it was one of the worst when
considering L. boulardi data (Fig. 3). This absence of com-
mon trend is probably due to interactions between the
combination of parameters and the characteristics of the
bands showing a high intergroup variability (e.g. size,
shape flat or pointed and distances to adjacent bands).
Background subtraction was shown to introduce
some noise in the sensitivity test (Fig. S4), performed
with a unique venom sample, while it seemed to
decrease noise when using data from Psyttalia species
(Fig. 3). This suggests that local background subtraction
may improve analyses in some cases. Although results
seem to be rather robust to the combination of parame-
ters, it is then advisable to compare results obtained with
different combinations of parameters as far as new sam-
ples/biological models are to be analysed.
Nonetheless, the ratio values were clearly higher
for comparisons of (i) P. lounsburyi and P. concolor and
(ii) P. lounsburyi populations whatever the combina-
tion of parameters, suggesting a higher intergroup
differentiation. Similarly, the lowest ratio values were
observed for comparison of P. concolor populations
whatever the combination of parameters.
Case studies: Test of the method
Linear discriminant analyses (LDA) were used in the
four comparisons to test the power of the method to
detect intergroup variation. All combinations of
parameters allowed the detection of highly significant
(P < 10�3) intergroup differences in venom in the four
cases. Pattern detection was thus not hampered
by the noise due to a combination of parameters
despite the small sample sizes (11–20 individuals per
population).
To compare LDA layouts obtained with different
parameters (Table 1), we used the correlations of bands
with LDA axes, which allow identifying bands that show
intergroup variation. When venom composition was
compared at the species level (P. concolor vs. P. louns-
buryi), 18 bands were significantly correlated with the
LDA axes and two bands with the axis of the first LDA
only (Fig. 4a).
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Fig. 2 Linearity of the effect of the pro-
tein quantity and of the staining duration
on the band intensity. Four parameters
combinations [with (B), or without (NB)
background; detection of height (H) or
volume (V)] were tested. For each refer-
ence band, a model was fitted to explain
the band intensity by the protein quantity
and the picture identifying number. Each
point represents one reference band. The
x-axis and y-axis correspond to the vari-
able ‘sensitivity to the protein quantity’
and ‘sensitivity to the staining duration’,
respectively. For logarithmic scale, the
two variables were transformed by sub-
tracting each value by the minimum of
the variable and adding one. The red
spiny shapes at the lower left of the two
left graphs represent overlapping points
(one ‘spine’ per overlapping point).
At the population level, for P. lounsburyi (South
Africa vs. Kenya), four bands were significantly corre-
lated with the discriminant axis of the two LDA, while
six bands were correlated with the axis of the first LDA
only (Fig. 4b). For P. concolor (Cretan vs. Sicilian popu-
lations), only the band #6 was significantly correlated
with axis of both LDAs, one band being correlated with
the axis of the second LDA only (Fig. 4c). This low
number of discriminating bands is in agreement with
the low intergroup versus intragroup variation for
P. concolor populations (see above). Interestingly, varia-
tion of intensity of band #6 was detectable (Fig. 4d)
although this band is among the weakest ones in terms
of intensity (Fig. S5a, Supporting information). This
indicates that the method is powerful enough to detect
intergroup differences based on a low number of bands
of low intensity, even using small sample sizes.
In the comparison of venom proteins of L. boulardi
French populations (Avignon, Eyguieres, Sainte-Foy-les-
Lyon and Saint-Laurent-d’Agny), the first and second
discriminant axes were inverted, probably because
eigenvalues of first and second axes were similar (0.78
and 0.72 in the first LDA, 0.79 and 0.70 in the second
LDA). Once the two axes of the second LDA were
inverted, the global patterns of LDAs 1 and 2 were quali-
tatively similar, the main difference being a slight clock-
wise rotation from LDA 1 to LDA 2 (Fig. 5). Seven bands
were significantly correlated to the first axis of LDA1
and the second axis of LDA2 (horizontal axes; arrows
with triangle or star at the origin and at the end, Fig. 5b),
while 12 bands were correlated to one of these two axes
only (arrows with triangle or star at one of the two
extremities only; Fig. 5b). For the vertical axes, one band
was correlated to the second axis of LDA1 only (arrow
with a cross at the origin only, Fig. 5b) and two bands to
the first axis of LDA2 only (arrows with a cross or a star
at the end only, Fig. 5b). This lack of conservation of the
significance level is mainly due to the slight clockwise
rotation from LDA 1 to LDA 2.
Overall, variability in band correlations to discrimi-
nant axes was mainly found for bands that were poorly
or not correlated to LDA axes (Figs 4 and 5).
In summary, the structures between groups described
by the LDAs are well conserved through the different
parameters combinations, meaning that the choice of a
combination only marginally affects the results, provided
that the selected combination is one of those displaying
the highest ‘intergroup vs. intragroup variation’.
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Fig. 3 Comparisons of the accuracy of
combinations of parameters. The ratio (In-
tergroup variation/Intragroup variation)
+1 is shown for each band and parameters
combination. Boxplots compare the ability
of parameters combinations to detect
venom-based intergroup structure
between (a) P. lounsburyi and P. concolor,
(b) P. lounsburyi populations, (c) P. concol-
or populations and (d) L. boulardi popula-
tions. Horizontal lines above boxplots
indicate significant differences. Thin lines
group combinations that are related by a
dotted thick line indicate significant dif-
ferences between parameters combina-
tions on the left versus the right side of
this dotted thick line. This graph resem-
bles graphs produced by the R function
(Compare.normalizations), except for the
statistical significance part.
Discussion
The method
The last 10 years have seen an increasing number of
applications of proteomics to a wide range of biological
fields such as behavioural ecology, molecular ecology or
evolution (Navas & Albar 2004; Biron et al. 2006; Karr
2008; Melzer et al. 2008; Rees et al. 2011; Diz et al. 2012;
Valcu & Kempenaers 2014). Proteomes show large differ-
ences in protein abundance which carry biological
information not accessible through genomics or transcri-
ptomics (Feder & Walser 2005; Maier et al. 2009; Laurent
et al. 2010; Diz et al. 2012). Here, we have developed and
tested a method allowing the semi-automated analysis of
1D protein electrophoresis profiles as an helpful tool to
address eco-evolutionary questions.
Because this method relies on simple 1D electrophore-
sis, it makes it possible and affordable to analyse the
large numbers of individuals required for accurate esti-
mation of interindividual variation, a keystone to ecolog-
ical and evolutionary studies (Crawford & Oleksiak
2007; Bolnick et al. 2011; Violle et al. 2012). For instance,
although we present here significant results from analy-
sis of a low number of individuals and populations,
gathering information from a higher number of locations
and individuals will be required to identify the causes of
the observed population structure. Results are currently
being obtained from experimental evolution experiments
using the developed method, which already required
analysis of the venom content of more than 1000 parasit-
oid individuals in a short period of time.
A critical step in biochemical experiments is to nor-
malize sample quantities to make them comparable. This
step is tedious and can require a large amount of each
protein sample, as for parasitoid venom. Here, we show
that sample quantities can be homogenized in silico by
analysing gels at different staining level. The number of
pictures required per gel depending on the variability in
protein quantities (Appendix S2, Supporting informa-
tion). This makes it possible to compare lanes of similar
stain level, equally prone to saturation, following a last
normalization step to deal with the remaining variabil-
ity.
Another important feature of the method is that it
bypasses the problem of recurrent errors arising from
automated band detection on gel lanes, by detecting ref-
erence bands on a median profile and by recording the
intensity between the borders of these reference bands.
However, one constraint is that the method accuracy
depends on the precision of the detection of the reference
bands which itself depends on the homogeneity of the
profiles. For example, it could be preferable to analyse
the intraspecific variability of P. lounsburyi and P. concol-
or venom profiles separately (with one set of reference
bands per species) because the venom profiles of these
species largely differ.
Analysis of 1D electrophoresis patterns has some
intrinsic limitations, such as the absence of detection of
low-abundant proteins, or the problem of band overlap-
ping with adjacent bands that can result in artefactual
correlations between bands intensities. Notably, statisti-
cal approaches to handle multicollinearity and its possi-
ble modulation by the choice of the combination of
parameters are discussed in Appendix S2. Another limi-
tation is that a large part of the post-translational modifi-
cations is not detected by 1D electrophoresis-based
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Fig. 4 Discriminant analyses on Psyttalia spp. venom. The
graphs compare results of LDAs performed on data from Psyt-
talia spp. with different parameter combinations. (a) Compari-
son between P. lounsburyi and P. concolor, (b) Comparison
between South African and Kenyan P. lounsburyi populations,
(c) Comparison between Cretan (Cr) and Sicilian (Si) P. concolor
populations. There is only one discriminant axis per LDA as
only two groups are to be discriminated. Plots describe the ade-
quacy between the first and second LDA obtained with different
combinations of parameters (see Table 1): x- and y-axes corre-
spond to the correlation between the LDA axes and the band
intensities obtained with the combination of parameters used in
the LDA. Symbols ‘stars’, ‘triangles’, ‘crosses’ and ‘circles’ corre-
spond, respectively, to bands significantly correlated to (i) the
axis of the two LDAs, (ii) the LDA1 axis, (iii) the LDA2 axis, (iv)
none of the axis. (d) Intensity of band #6 (only band significantly
correlated to both LDA axes) in Cretan and Sicilian P. concolor
populations measured with the same combination of parameters
as for the LDA1 (Table 1). The position of band #6 is indicated
on Fig. S4a by the arrows.
studies (Sickmann et al. 2001; Jensen 2006; Jacob & Turck
2008; Karve & Cheema 2011). Future technological
advances will hopefully overcome part of these limita-
tions. Overall, the best statistical approaches for analysis
of the data sets obtained with the method seem to be
multivariate analyses. Alternative approaches, R pack-
ages and softwares are also discussed in Appendix S2.
Although the individual variation in protein expres-
sion cannot be entirely described by 1D electrophoresis,
our method still identified enough variation to perform
accurate analyses of the populations structure. This
opens the way to a rapid and cost-effective analysis of
natural variability of protein expression.
The example of parasitoid venom analysis
Endoparasitoid venom was a good protein sample to test
the developed method because it is a protein-composed
fluid of medium complexity, easy to collect through indi-
vidual dissection. Our results demonstrate that the
method can accurately discriminate between species, as
well as geographically distant or close populations of a
species, through estimation of interindividual variation
in protein quantities. They also provide the first evidence
that endoparasitoid populations can be discriminated on
the basis on their venom composition.
At the intraspecific level, laboratory populations of
P. lounsburyi were the most differentiated, followed by
field populations of L. boulardi and P. concolor. Although
differences in P. lounsburyi may also be attributed to
genetic drift and/or rearing effects, they are in agree-
ment with the strong neutral differentiation in the field
between Kenyan and South African populations
(FST = 0.4; Cheyppe-Buchmann et al. 2011). In contrast,
Mediterranean P. concolor populations have a low level
of genetic divergence (Karam et al. 2008). Finally, the
four L. boulardi populations could all be discriminated
by their venom content although some of them were
sampled in close locations.
Explaining an observed quantitative variation in a
protein band detected on 1D SDS-PAGE is not straight-
forward. Indeed, variation can be due to post-transla-
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Fig. 5 Discriminant analyses on the
venom of the four populations of L. bou-
lardi venom. (a) Results of the first and
second LDAs performed on the four
L. boulardi populations using different
parameter combinations (each point show
the position of one individual on discrimi-
nant axes). To make the two LDAs com-
parable, LDA2 axes have been
transposed. (b) Correlation of bands to
axes of the two LDAs. As in Fig. 4, coordi-
nates on axes indicate the correlation coef-
ficient. The origin and end of the arrows
correspond to the correlations of the
bands with axes of the LDA1 and of the
LDA2, respectively (with transposed
axes). Thus, symbols at the origin and end
of arrows describe the significance of
band correlation to axes of the LDA1 the
LDA2, respectively. Symbols ‘stars’, ‘tri-
angles’, ‘crosses’ and ‘circles’ correspond
to bands significantly correlated to (i) hor-
izontal and vertical axes, (ii) horizontal
axis only, (iii) vertical axis only, (iv) none
of the axes, respectively. Changes induced
by differences in the parameter combina-
tion are evidenced by the length of arrows
and the concordance of symbols at the ori-
gin and the end of arrows. Most arrows
indicate a clockwise rotation.
tional differences (frequency of isoforms) or to genetic
or epigenetic differences in the regulation of protein
expression. Protein profiles can also be influenced by
individual variables (e.g. sex, age) and environmental
conditions. Their geographic variation thus probably
results from both plasticity and genetically based modi-
fications that may be neutral or involve local adaptation.
As we only aimed here at measuring and statistically
analyse the naturally occurring proteomic variability,
the presented data do not discriminate between neutral
genetic variation and local adaptation as main factors of
the venom-based population structure. Disentangling
the causes of the observed variability will require specif-
ically designed approaches as for instance common gar-
den experiments or/and the coupling of protein profiles
characterization with neutral markers. Once protein
bands associated with population divergence have been
identified, such as the band #6 of P. concolor, they can be
more thoroughly investigated to identify the molecular
bases of the observed variability. As one protein band
usually contains several proteins, complementary
approaches to the global analysis may be useful, for
example the use of tools specific to already character-
ized proteins or the knock-down of specific genes
through RNA interference (e.g. Li et al. 2012; Colinet
et al. 2014). The primary identification of protein mark-
ers may thus lead to the final characterization of pro-
teins involved in population structuring or associated to
a specific phenotype.
Perspectives: Application for ecology and population
studies
Not all protein samples may be suitable for analysis
using the developed method. Indeed, it relies on the
assumption that abundant proteins, easily detected in
1D SDS-PAGE, are those that display eco-evolutionary
patterns of interest. Specific tissues, such as glands or
fluid compartments, have often been successfully analy-
sed by classical 1D electrophoresis [see for instance:
venom (Colinet et al. 2013), vitelline envelope (Aagaard
et al. 2006), seeds storage proteins (Bobkov & Lazareva
2012), eyes tear film (Green-Church et al. 2008), liver and
brain extracts (Gonzalez et al. 2010; Fig. S2)], but the
interest of this approach remains to be tested for other
tissues or small entire organisms. The use of individual
1D electrophoresis in an ecological or evolutionary con-
text has only been reported, to our knowledge, for snake
venom (Angulo et al. 2007; Alape-giron et al. 2008; Sanz
et al. 2008; Nu~nez et al. 2009) and rodent seminal fluid
(Ramm et al. 2009).
The method generates a set of markers independently
from prior knowledge on the studied species. It is thus
suitable for ecological studies on nonmodel organisms.
Moreover, the protein content of chosen bands can be
easily characterized even for nonmodel organisms (Ar-
mengaud et al. 2014), paving the way for identification of
sets of proteins and genes involved in an adaptive trait.
This method can thus be useful in the process of identify-
ing environmental or geographic factors that explain var-
iation in protein expression, or of testing hypotheses
based, for instance, on experimental evolution studies.
Finally, such markers of protein expression may be
helpful to track and predict the effects of global change
on population dynamics by providing data on adaptive
and plastic responses to environmental conditions (Reus-
ch & Wood 2007). They could also be valuable in the con-
text of trait-based community ecology that aims to
explain the structure of community of species by their
traits. For instance, the data produced could be inte-
grated in the framework that relies on estimation of traits
variability at each organizational level (from individuals
to communities of species) to determine which level
mostly impacts the trait in the community (Violle et al.
2012).
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duration’ and the ‘sensitivity to protein quantity’.
Fig. S4 Sensitivity experiment results: Assessment of the power
of the method to describe variation in band intensity.
Fig. S5 Examples of the gels used in case studies and identifica-
tion of band #6.
Table S1. Summary of the four gamma GLM fitted to the ratio
of inter group/ intra group variability.
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Figure S1.
Details of the main analysis steps
The two first steps summarize
the experimental design, the third
step correspond to the pre-
processing of gel pictures with
the Phoretix software. The next
steps were performed using the
developed R functions.
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Figure S2. Example of a graph produced by the plot.profile function
The graph shows (i) the median profile and part of its variability (ii) the second derivative that
is used to detect the peaks and (iii) the automatically detected peaks. These peaks have to be edited
manually, this task being performed using both the gel pictures and the graphs. Due to space
constraints, only part of the whole Rf range (0 to 1) is shown. The solid and dotted black lines
represent the weighted and unweighted median of intensities, respectively. Dotted grey lines are the
weighted quartiles of median. The dotted blue line, the most informative, corresponds to the weighted
median of the second derivatives used for the automatic detection of reference peaks. Colored vertical
lines (by default, blue, red and black) are the peak positions (local minima of the weighted median of
second derivatives), and grey vertical lines are the borders of the peaks (local maxima of the weighted
median of second derivatives). Black numbers below the horizontal 0 line are the ID (reference
number) of peaks, which allow the handling of peaks in the function modify.peaks.manually. Colored
numbers (on grey dotted lines) indicate the Rf coordinates of the borders of peaks. The color of these
numbers correspond to the color of the vertical line that indicates the position of the center of the
peak to which borders coordinates refer. Colored numbers are positioned on four lines on the y axes,
the two first ones corresponding to left borders, the others to right borders.
Peaks shown on the figure have been automatically detected and manual corrections have to be
performed using the function modify.peaks.manually. For example, peak 19 may not exist at all,
while supplementary peaks are likely present between peaks 14 and 15 and peaks 16 and 17 (to be
confirmed on gels pictures). Band 12 is typically a rare but intense band as the weighted 0.75 quartiles
of median (grey dotted line) is mutch higher than the weighted median (solid black line).
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Figure S3. Sensitivity experiment results: Saturation range
Pictures 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the three pictures  taken at different times  during the gel 
staining procedure. Values above the pictures indicate the amount of loaded sample as individual 
venom gland fractions. Plots illustrate the relationship between the amount of loaded sample and the 
intensity of three bands (7, weak intensity - 19, high intensity - 24, medium intensity), indicated on 
gels by arrows.
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Figure S4. Sensitivity experiment results: Assessment of the power of the method in
describing variation in band intensity.
The boxplots represent for each reference band and each of the four parameter combinations,
the ajusted-R² of models explaining the band intensity by the protein quantity, the staining duration
and their interaction. “V” and “H” letters indicate respectively if the peak volume or the peak height
was recorded. “B” and “NB” letters correspond to the analysis of profiles with or without the
background, respectively.
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Figure S5. Examples of the gels used to test the analysis method
a) Picture of a gel used to analyze Psyttalia spp. venom. Letters indicate the species and
population for each individual. “K”, Kenyan P. lounsburyi; “SA”, South African P. lounsburyi; “Cr”,
Cretan P. concolor; “Si”, Sicilian P. concolor. Arrows points to the P. concolor band #6 which
variability in intensity is described Figure 4c. (blue and red arrows for Cretan and Sicilian individuals,
respectively). b) Picture of a gel used to analyze L. boulardi venom. Molecular weight standards are in
kDa.
Table S1. Summary of the four gamma GLM fitted to the ratio of inter group / intra 
group variability  
Groups 
Explanatory 
variables 
Likelihood-ratio test 
χ² d.f. P value 
Psyttalia sp 
 (P. lounsburyi, P. concolor) 
Parameters 38.18 11 <  1.10-3
Ref Bands 571.67 37 <  1.10-3 
P. concolor   
(Crete, Sicily) 
Parameters 39.85 11 <  1.10-3
Ref Bands 388.31 37 <  1.10-3 
P. lounsburyi   
(South Africa, Kenya) 
Parameters 34.33 11 <  1.10-3
Ref Bands 713.80 37 <  1.10-3 
L. boulardi   
(Avignon, Eyguières,  
Ste Foy Lès Lyon, St Laurent d’Agny) 
Parameters 34.26 11 <  1.10-3
Ref Bands 380.62 31 
<  1.10-3
Gamma GLM models are used to compare, for each case study (“Groups”), the power
of the parameters combination in detecting the inter-group structure. For each model, 
the explained variable is the ratio between the inter group and the intra group 
variability. 
Appendix S2: General statistical and practical advices
In silico sample quantities homogenization by the use of several pictures (select.photo)
Sample quantities can be homogenized in silico using pictures of different staining levels.
To this end, the function (select.photo) selects, for a given lane, the picture ensuring the best
match between the intensity of the lane and the median1 intensity of all lanes (of all gels).
It is recommended that each lane has one picture with the desired coloration level. Thus
the number of pictures to analyze for a given gel will depend on the level of variability in
protein quantities on the gel. It is advised to take many pictures during coloration (e.g. 10 or
even more pictures), and then to choose a subset of pictures to analyze.
What before and after this method?
In terms of data analysis, the method developed is positioned between two major steps
of the 1D data analysis. Upstream, it requires the preliminary conversion of gel pictures
into a set of aligned intensity profiles (second step of the Fig. S1).
For some kind of profiles (e.g. gels of low complexity or variability), future improvement
may come from the automation of the alignment between lanes, instead of manual setting of
Rf lines (as we did with Phoretix). This might be done using the R package PTW
(Parametric Time Warping; Eilers 2004) that uses aligned profiles using warping for
optimizing cross-correlation between profiles. But this seems to be only efficient if
the cross-correlation between profiles (once aligned) is high, or if peaks are well delimited.
Downstream, statistical analyses can be performed on the output of our procedure, which
is composed of a great number of continuous variables, each corresponding to a reference
band.
1: or other manually set value
Below, we present a list (far from exhaustive) of the statistical tools that could be useful to 
analyze the datasets provided by the method. These datasets are characterized by the 
presence of many continuous variables, and multivariate statistics are thus the most 
suitable for their analysis.
Generally, the first step will be to describe the main features of the dataset. To this end, 
methods such as PCA that allows reducing the dimensionality of datasets, or heatmaps that 
allow the sorting of individuals into clusters and the characterization of these clusters by 
clusters of bands may be useful. R packages dedicated to the analysis of ecological data are 
specifically suitable to this aims. The ADE4 package implements many useful multivariate 
tools (such as within and between PCA, instrumental PCA, and others K-tables methods), a 
large documentation is available on the website (Dray & Dufour 2007; Dray et al. 2007), and 
this package contains a Graphical User Interface. However, many other packages can also be 
successfully used (e.g.: “labdsv”, “cluster”, “pvclust”, and “vegan”; Dixon 2003; Suzuki & 
Shimodaira 2006; Roberts 2013; Maechler et al. 2014). For example, the “pvclust” package 
allows testing the significance of a given cluster viewed in a heatmap.
An objective of the analysis performed with the method might be to test the effect of
the variation of protein composition on a particular phenotype. This approach requires
first to test if the overall protein variability has an effect on the phenotype of interest. This can
be achieved using multivariate regression, possibly with a previous reduction of
dimensionality through PCAs methods. If the overall protein variability has a phenotypic
effect, a next step would be to identify bands that contain proteins involved. This will be
particularly difficult if bands of interest are prone to multcollinearity, a recurrent problem
in studies aiming to identify such candidates. Indeed, accurate identification of the respective
roles of highly correlated factors requires large sample sizes. Various statistical
b)
methods allowing to handle multcollinearity have been compared and discussed by Dormann et 
al. (2013) and El-Dereny & Rashwan (2011).
But the level of multicollinearity can also be modulated by the choice of the combination of 
parameters. For instance, removal of the background (mainly linked to the problem of adjacent 
bands), will reduce multicollinearity. Similarly, although the volume may be more accurate than 
the height to quantify band intensity, it measures intensity at the borders of the band and thus is 
more likely to co-vary with adjacent bands. This should be taken into account 
when choosing a combination of parameters.
Another approach might be to virtually merge too highly correlated bands in the analysis and 
accept the uncertainty about the respective role of the proteins they contain. This approach may be 
particularly valuable if few bands are highly correlated since this will only increase the number of 
candidate proteins to investigate. Importantly, it is also expected that some bands are highly 
correlated for biological reasons. For example, bands containing subunits of a same protein are 
expected to be strongly positively correlated. An interesting and friendly discussion about 
multicollinearity can be found here: 
http://psychologicalstatistics.blogspot.fr/2013/11/multicollinearity-and-collinearity-in.html.
Another aim of such analyses might be to test if geographical or environmental
factors may explain multivariate differences in the protein expression MANOVA would be
particularly suitable for such analyses but it requires multivariate normality that is
sometimes impossible to obtain. The non parametric MANOVA (Anderson 2001) that is
implemented by the “adonis” function of the R package “vegan” could be a good alternative.
Interestingly, this approach has already been used for proteomic analysis (Zerzucha et al. 2012).
However, caution must be taken when interpreting the results of this function (Roff et al.
2012b). Functions developed by Roff et al. (2012a) and Aguirre et al. (2014) might be more
appropriate.
Many of these tools are available in other statistical software.
Applicability of the method for the analysis of bands on Western-blots
Although the method can easily be used for Western-blot analysis, the normalization step
must be avoided because of the very low number of bands usually analyzed. In addition, the interest
of the method is that it allows a very rapid analysis of a large number of bands. It may be less useful
when a low number of bands are to be analysed. 
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